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The bucchero aryallos (fig. 1) treated in this note bears a well-known retrograde Etruscan inscription:

mt larthaia telicles lechtumusa (I am the little lekythos of Larthai, the daughter of Telicle)

My primary concern is with the typology and relative chronology of the vase itself, and with the light that these can shed on the seemingly mixed (Etruscan and Greek) origin of the individual who is defined epigraphically as its owner.

This interesting artefact, first published in 1930 and long thought to be lost, appeared on the New York antiquities market in 1959. It has now joined the collection of classical antiquities at New York University, where L. Bonfante has defined its shape in two brief presentations as a “squat lekythos” (“with an ovoid body”) of the 6th c. B.C. For my own part, I believe that it can safely be assigned to a date around the middle of the 7th c. As for the shape, and its name, Bonfante is undoubtedly correct to call the vase a “lekythos”, though in the perhaps slightly misleading sense that the vase is a deliberately-achieved bucchero version of an Early Proto-corinthian (hereafter EPC) shape that a Corinthian would have regarded as a lekythos. This very word is inscribed in the Corinthian alphabet on Titaie’s famous aryallos, exported from Corinth to Campanian Kythrem, but, for reasons that have been helpfully rehearsed by M. Kanowski and others, it is now too late in practice to break with the modern convention that small Corinthian (and Corinthian-inspired) unguent vessels should be referred to as “aryballoi”.
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